
Your TT Club  
Loss Prevention team



Our commitment includes:

•   Providing accessible technical and risk management guidance in various media

•   Analysing industry and incident data to identify, assess and communicate trends

•   Collaborating and participating with like-minded organisations to promote education and change

•   Evaluating emerging risks and championing effective innovative solutions (whether practical, digital  
or procedural)

Our breadth of expertise covers all disciplines including legal and compliance risks, health and safety, 
technical issues and emerging risks for all modes. Our core team stretches across all major time zones, 
drawing on the experience of claims and underwriting colleagues. 

The aspiration: 

To make the complex simple and deliver practical guidance to our membership and beyond. 

TT Club’s Loss prevention team is committed to the ongoing development 
of advice and information to make the global transport and logistics 
industry safer and more secure. We are committed to taking a central role 
in the industry, as an independent voice representing the interests of our 
Members and the wider industry.

Your TT Club Loss Prevention team

Resources include:

Monthly 

e-newsletter 

“TT Talk”

Risk management

podcast 

“TT Live”

Topical 

briefings 

“StopLoss”

Short, summary

toolbox
guides

“TT Brief”

 

risk
reports

Joint industry 

risk reports 

Risk management

webinars & 
seminars 

Joint industry
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Global organisations we work with

We also work with many regional and national organisations and innovators in our goal of making the 
transport and logistics industry safer and more secure.
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For more information 
Please contact us at riskmanagement@ttclub.com  
or visit us at ttclub.com

Our loss prevention experts

Peregrine Storrs-Fox
Risk Management Director

T: +44 (0)20 7204 2254
M: +44 (0)7880 786909
E: peregrine.storrs-fox@thomasmiller.com 

Peregrine has been with the TT Club since 1984, firstly handling claims and providing advice to all 
types of transport and logistics operators, including ports and terminals; subsequently directing claims  
operations worldwide. Since 2002, Peregrine has led the TT’s loss prevention services to Members.

Peregrine has led TT’s sustained campaigns dedicated to issues including; inaccurate gross mass 
(VGM) information; incorrect packing of cargo transport units rectified by the full adoption of the 
CTU Code and misdeclaration of dangerous goods resulting in container ship fires. He currently 
leads TT’s participation in the Cargo Integrity Group encouraging all supply chain stakeholders to 
commit to the highest safety standards in packing, handling and communicating information about 
unitised cargo worldwide.

Laurence Jones
Risk Assessment Director

T:  +61 2(02) 8262 5800
M:  +61 413 011 791
E:  laurence.jones@thomasmiller.com 

Laurence’s role in the TT Club covers advice and support in underwriting decisions and claims 
assessment, he works proactively with clients and industry to identify areas where risks may be 
reduced. Laurence is a qualified engineer with over 40 years extensive general management, 
engineering, maintenance, operations, industrial relations and logistics experience in manufacturing, 
mining and the global ports and terminals industry. 

Mike Yarwood
Managing Director Loss Prevention

T: +44 (0)20 7204 2653
M: +44 (0)7788 873935
E: michael.yarwood@thomasmiller.com 

Mike joined TT Club in 2010 as a Claims Executive providing advice to transport operator Members 
globally, having previously held operation management roles within the logistics industry for 13 years. 
Previous roles incorporated full responsibility in terms of budget, legislative, operational and health 
and safety compliance, including being the nominated dangerous goods safety advisor. Mike is a 
Chartered Fellow of the Institute of Logistics and Transport, a Technical Specialist Member of the 
Institute of Risk Management and a Member of the Chartered Insurance Institute. Mike continues to 
develop strategic relationships with key trade organisations including being a co-opted Member of 
FIATA’s advisory body legal matters group. 
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